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Abstract
This survey presents parameters based on particular athletes measuring and it influences shortcomings of
mistakes happening during trainings. On the basis of the subject of the study, the aim is to provide means and
exercises for as efficient development of a motor skill such a jumping ability is as possible. We tried to point to
significant issues relevant to jumping ability as well as to techniques of particular jumps. In contemporary world
new methods for improvement of training in all disciplines are invented every day and thus in particular disciplines
in the field of athletics. Means can be static or mobile depending on the way particular shortcomings of an athlete
– jumper are retrieved.
Keywords: techniques of particular jumps, motor abilities, interval method, training process,
functional abilities, continuous method of tempo, block method, competition method, motor reaction,
repetitive and explosive strength

INTODUCTION
Training as a process of formation and development of
motor skills of an athlete, his/her physical, ethical and psychological characteristics, is built upon general scientific
basis of formation and development of an athlete, considering his/her individual characteristics (gender, age,
health condition, level of physical fitness, etc.) and under
what circumstances of the way of life the training is
performed. An athletic training has always required persistence and will of the athlete, great power consumption,
demanding creative activity, precision, discipline, living by
regime. It is difficult, but, as the experience of a large
number of top athletes shows, possible to connect direct
labour, studying and social activity with this kind of
preparation. Thus, it is important to provide a rational
regime of work, way of life, diet, from the beginning of a
sports career, that is, to apply such regime of life to
beginners at sports. Since athletics is, besides other things,
a basic sport, it is important to get young athletes used to
the sports regime of life on one hand and properly aimed
means on the other hand. In this way they will definitely
reach success they want faster. However, we should bear in
mind that none of the training tasks can be solved
successfully only by means of physical workout. A character of an athlete, level of knowledge, work and social
activities and the way of life are connected closely with
his/her sports career and define success to a large extent.
Over the years, training process demands persistence and
will, great power consumption, demanding creative activity,
discipline in living by regime. It is difficult, but, as the
experience of a large number of top athletes shows, possible to connect studying and social activity with this kind of
preparation, thus, it is important to provide a rational way
of life and proper diet. Sports training, as well as the overall
means – exercises which enable physical development, that
is development of a jumping ability for achieving top sports
results, represents by itself a long-term process of educa-

tion, training, development and increase of functional abilities of an athlete.
Subject and the aim of the survey
Since jumping ability is a natural motor skill, it is
necessary for all sports. Therefore, every athlete should
apply this motor skill properly and for achieving top results
this skill should be at a high level. Thus, the subject of this
survey is how and which exercises to apply for efficient
development of a jumping ability, that is, which methods
and which means to use. On the basis of the subject of the
study, the aim is to provide means and exercises for as
efficient development of a motor skill such a jumping
ability is as possible.
METHODS
The problem of this survey conditioned application of a
descriptive method, primarily at the level of theoretical
analysis and generalization. The source of information in
this work is literature (handbooks, expert reports, textbooks
and conversation with trainers) as important collection of
opinions and suggestions by eminent authorities and other
subjects who were willing, in one way or another, to help
realization of the aims and tasks of this work. Besides,
personal experience of the author gained during university
studies and as a coach of particular jumpers in athletic clubs
“Partizan” Belgrade, “Crvena Zvezda” (“Red Star”) Belgrade, “Radnički” Kragujevac.
Methods of training
The following methods are most often used for development of motor skills such as jumping ability:
Interval method is characterized by periods of workouts
and rest, that is, periods of load interrupted by periods of
rest. This method has been in use after numerous surveys.
Results of these surveys show that sufficient load is the
load with frequency of pulse raised from 150 to 170 beats
in a minute, and the break should last until pulse drops to
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120 to 140 beats in a minute. In this way, heart volume is
increased, stroke volume and oxygen consumption as well.
The economy of heart function is improved and the largest
economy happens during the pause and not during the
period of load.
Repetition method consists of application of different
means (various distances, weight, etc.) and constant load,
which means that they range about maximum result so that
the athlete repeats adequate means 2 to 3 times and the load
is changed in further repetitions, but periods of rest between
the repetitions are relatively longer.
Combined method is characterized by application of
various means where you should bear in mind the sequence
of realization of particular types of activities and rest. Thus,
for example, negative effects can be expected if strength
exercises are applied before technique exercises in a
training session or if we work on endurance and then on
speed, etc. In general, strength and endurance exercises
should precede coordination and speed exercises. We will
list some more classifications of methods applied in
practice.
Are used for physical fitness:
- repetition method,
- interval method,
- continuous method of tempo,
- block method,
- competition method.
Analysis of results of jumping ability
The following exercises, usually performed in the first
or the second half of a training session, can be used for
development of a running technique.
- Running in a sports hall or on the sports terrain with
changeable intensity.
- Alternately slow running and jogging. The task of
running is proper positioning of feet and coordination
of arms and legs.
- Combination of slow running with low and high
knee raising (skip). Aim of this exercise is to improve
frequency of jump during running as well as raised
pelvis position with coordination of arms and legs.
- Running with lower legs throwing back. The aim of
this exercise is coordination of movement of arms and
leaning forward, characteristic for accelerated sprint
running.
- Jumping from one leg to another. The aim of the
exercise is to improve length of leaps and jumping off
impulse.
These exercises can be performed during continuous
movement or while moving on particular distances (length
– width of a sports hall) with pauses of slow walking. The
exercises are performed regardless of age but exercises take
longer periods of time or are repeated more frequently
depending on the age.
Various games and exercises where particular movements should be performed with maximum speed on a given signal are the most suitable for development and improvement of speed of motor reaction. One of the most useful
exercises of this type is reaction to the starting signal from
various starting positions connected with maximum speed
on 10 to 20m. Starting positions can be: squat, push-up,
sitting position, jump off, etc. Some of these exercises have
competitive character if there is a large number of competitors on a training session. Improvement of running frequency and overall jumping ability is achieved by following
means:acceleration creates a sense of rhythm, develops ma-

ximum speed, controls running technique and corrects
mistakes. It is enough to perform relay games a couple of
times with imitative positioning of Swedish crate, mats and
other props in order to create circular path with as many
jump offs as possible.
These exercises can be applied in the first phase of
preparatory period as well as in the middle of the second
phase. Strength is one of motor skills and it is manifested in
different ways, but repetitive and explosive strength are the
most important for running and development of jumping
ability. Explosive strength is the ability to activate maximum number of muscular fibers during jump off in a time
unit, whereas repetitive strength is the ability of a long-term
work on the basis of alternating muscle contractions and
relaxation. It is more important for athletes to develop
general strength within general physical preparation during
trainings. The types of strength mentioned can be applied
depending on the training load. The best means for development of general strength are numerous free exercises,
especially those for strengthening important muscle groups,
first of all leg muscles, then abdominal, back and shoulder
zone muscles. The exercises which have influence on
strengthening of joint bindings and proper body posture
(corrective exercises), general strength exercises are used in
the second and the third part of a class in combination with
stretching exercises.
CONCLUSION
On the basis of this survey the following can be concluded:
- Running represents cyclical natural moves which lie
in the basis of a natural form of movement and they are
very convenient for development of a jumping ability.
- It is necessary for running and jumping to apply the
principle of illustration and demonstration, especially
when the accent is on development on jumping ability.
- When selecting methods and means of training for
development of jumping ability, the principle of individualization should also be applied.
- Running represents basis for every sport and it is
very important to achieve maximum possible speed
because we will at the same time have better jumping
ability since regular running is impossible without it.
- Special exercises for athletes also represent means
for improvement of motor skills and thus have a manifold role.
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